Scalpels and Blades

A large selection of premium quality scalpels and blades - produced with precision and consistency, combining traditional blade making skills with the latest technology. They are used in different industries from Mold cutting and Jewellery manufacture to Printing and Artwork.


**Handles**

3  
Handle only - Made in Germany

5A SM  
Handle only (acrylic handle) - Made in Great Britain

7 SM  
Handle only - Made in Great Britain

310 SM | 310A SM | 311 SM | 312 SM | 313ST SM | 314 SM | 315 SM

Small fitment blades  
For handles 3, 5A SM, 7 SM - Made in Great Britain


**Handles**

4  
Handle only - Made in Germany

6A SM  
Handle only (acrylic handle) - Made in Great Britain

418 SM | 419 SM | 420 SM | 421 SM | 422 SM | 423 SM | 424 SM | 425 SM | 425A SM | 426 SM | 436ST SM

Larger fitment blades  
For handles 4, 6A SM - Made in Great Britain
An excellent craft tool and blade range for light work or brass, the Craft Tool uses a thumbscrew to lock the blade in place and is an ideal tool for modelling, craft, studio work and horticulture. The blades available for this handle are straight, curved and hooked to give you a wide range of cutting options.

1241 SM
Box of 50 blades individual pack - Made in Great Britain

1242 SM
Box of 50 blades individual pack - Made in Great Britain

1243 SM
Box of 50 blades individual pack - Made in Great Britain
SMOR II Trimming Knife, retractable handle

PCABS handle, easy blade fitment and removal with audible clicks to indicate the mid usage position and the rear safe position for when the knife is not in use.

SMOR-II retractable handle is supplied with two SM01 SM blades and can also be used with SM01B SM, SM02 SM, SM03 SM, SM03B SM and SM04 SM blades.

**4307SMOR SM**
SMOR II handle with 2x SM01 blades - Made in Great Britain

**Blades**
For handle 4307SMOR SM - Made in Great Britain

Trimaway & Retractaway

Trimaway purposely designed as an economic throwaway knife (*blades are NOT interchangeable*). It has a strong nylon-based handle fitted with fixed surgical quality blades and comes complete with guard.

**2331 SM**
Plastic Handle with 310 SM blade - Made in Great Britain

**2332 SM**
Plastic Handle with 310A SM blade - Made in Great Britain

**2333 SM**
Plastic Handle with 311 SM blade - Made in Great Britain

**2335 SM**
Plastic Handle with 315 SM blade - Made in Great Britain

**2338 SM**
Plastic Handle with 25A blade - Made in Great Britain
Retractaway 2339 SM is a sleek graphite-finish metal handle offering the added safety of a hand retractable blade mechanism. It comes with five 310A SM blades. With easy blade changing it fits and safely retracts also blades 311 SM and 315 SM.

ACM Craft Knives

The ACM Boxed Set is a comprehensive set of 13 precision ground carbon steel blades, and 3 handles. With easy blade changing, the 10 blade shapes offer cutting edge versatility all from one set. Blades and handles are available on an individual basis. Made in Great Britain.

ACM tool set contains:
- Handles: no. 1, no. 2, no. 5
- Blades for handle no. 1: ACM7 SM, ACM10 SM, ACM11 SM (3 pcs), ACM16 SM, ACM17 SM
- Blades for handle no.2 and no.5: ACM2 SM (2 pcs), ACM18 SM, ACM22 SM, ACM24 SM, ACM28 SM

ACM Boxed Set

ACMH1 SM
Scalpel Handle 1 with ACM11 SM blade - Made in Great Britain

ACMH5 SM
Scalpel Handle 5 with ACM28 SM blade - Made in Great Britain

Blades
For handle no. 1 - Made in Great Britain

Blades
For handle no. 5 - Made in Great Britain

ideal-tek.com
Industrial Trimming knives | Pro-fold

Trimming knife 4313 SM is a heavy-duty fixed-blade knife with a spring-loaded mechanism for easy opening of the handle for blade changing or safe storage. Inside the handle there is a nylon holder for spare blades and each handle is supplied with 3x No. SM92 SM blades. The trimming knife is supplied complete with a smart black holster which clips onto a belt or waistband. A full range of heavy-duty blades is available.

**4313 SM**
Fixed trimming knife with 3x SM92 SM blades - Made in Great Britain

**Blades**
For handle 4313 SM - Made in Great Britain

Robust heavy duty ABS plastic, easy grip. Secure stable and precision blade cutting, suitable for SM92 SM blade. Easy blade change. Loop holder to accommodate a spiral lanyard, belt clip or key chain.

**PRO-FOLD**
Trimming knife with 1x SM92 SM blade - Made in Great Britain
Blade material: Carbon

**Utility Blade**

**IND001A**
Single edge steel back/spine blade. Fits KNIP126 single edge scraper handle. Material: carbon
Length: 39 mm, width: 20 mm, thickness: 0.3 mm
Made in United States.

**KNIP126 - Single edge scraper**
Metal single edge scraper handle with 5x IND001A blades. Designed to accommodate IND001A. Easy slide retractable action for blade change. Made in Great Britain.